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Poincark observed that for a differential equation X’ = f(x, a) depending on a 
parameter a, each periodic orbit generally Lies in a connected family of orbits in 
(x. a)-space. In order to investigate certain large connected sets (denoted (2) of 
orbits containing a given orbit, we introduce two indices: an orbit index $ and a 
“center” index f defined at certain stationary points. We show that generically 
there are two types of Hopf bifurcation, those we call ‘%ources” ($ = 1) and 
“sinks” (.@ = -1). Generically if the set Q is bounded in (x, a)-space, and if there 
is an upper bound for periods of the orbits in Q, then Q must have as many source 
Hopf bifurcations as sink Hopf bifurcations and each source is connected to a sink 
by an oriented one-parameter “snake” of orbits. A “snake” is a maximal path of 
orbits that contains no orbits whose orbit index is 0. See Fig. 1.1. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We investigate the maximal continuation of a family of periodic solutions 
of a generic differential equation that depends on a parameter. We assume 
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Bifurcation Q= -I 
FIG. 1.1. A snake of periodic orbits: hypothetical example illustrating terminology. Each 
point of the graph except the ends represents a periodic orbit. Arrows point to the left when 
the orbit index $I is -1 and right when (6 = +1 and no arrows are shown when 4 = 0. 
throughout that f: R” X R -+ R” is infinitely differentiable in both coor- 
dinates. Suppose now that the equation 
dx/dt = j-(x, a), (x,a)ER”XR, (1.1) 
has a nonconstant periodic solution 
x = POW at u=uO. 
The simplest continuation question asks if there is still a periodic solution if 
we change a slightly. The main tool for answering this type of question is the 
Poincari map. We define the PoincarC map G(x, a) in terms of a point 
(x0, CQ,) on the orbit and an n-dimensional disc B through (x0, aO) perpen- 
dicular to df(xO, a,), 0). For (x1, a,) E B sufficiently close to (x0, a,,) we 
may define G(x,, a,) to be the x coordinate of the point where the trajectory 
through (x,, a,) next hits the disc. (The a coordinate is a, J We say ,U is a 
multiplier of the orbit if it is an eigenvalue of the (n - 1) X (n - 1) matrix of 
partial derivatives D,G(x,, a,). If none of the multipliers of this solution 
equals one, it follows from the implicit function theorem that there is unique 
family (p,, a) of periodic solutions (for la - a,\ sufficiently small) with the 
following properties: first, p,,(t) = p,,(t); and second, p, is a continuous 
function of a and the (minimum) period T(p,) varies smoothly. We call this 
the Poincare’ continuation ofp, and we call the set {(p&t), a,,): 0 < t < ??(a,)} 
an orbit, that is, a periodic orbit. 
When extending this family p, as far as possible, we may reach some czl 
and an orbit PI(t) for which there is a multiplier ,u equal to $1. Generally the 
family may be followed further, but not as a function of a. If a has been 
increasing along the family, it now decreases, and vice versa. Hence, we 
introduce a new parameter p and write the family of orbits interchangeably 
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as (p(t, /3), a(P)) or (P&), Q). We let T denote the (minimum) period of an 
orbit so we write T@) or T(p,) or T@,(O), a& for the (minimum) period. 
The a, orbit is sometimes called a jug handle bifurcation orbit. 
Generically there are two more important phenomena that cannot be 
avoided. The first important phenomena is called a period-doubling btjiir- 
cation, (that is, subharmonic bifurcation) (see Fig. 1.2). For example, it is 
possible to reach a value ,8, for which this (minimum) period suddenly drops 
by a factor of 2, that is lim,Tsl T(p) = 2T(/3,). In this situation any 
continuation beyond PI passing through new orbits, rather than backtracking 
will generally have limBlo, T(P) = T(pl), so this factor-of-2 discontinuity is 
essential and not just transitory. The orbit p(t,p,) will have a multiplier 
,LI = -1, and generically this will be algebraically simple and $1 will not be a 
multiplier. This orbit will therefore lie on a second family of orbits PO, a 
whose period varies continuously. This second family is the Poincare 
continuation of the original orbit (pO, q,). For a period-doubling bifurcation 
to occur, x must be at least three dimensional. An example with a large 
number of period-doubling bifurcations can be found in [ I]. 
(b) 
I 4 
<<a* =o a> a, 
(cl 
FIG. 1.2. In (a) an attracting orbit in R' is shown. In (b) the orbit has become unstable 
as a increases beyond a,, and a perioddoubling bifurcation occurs (at a@). In (bj the low 
period orbit is contained in a Mobius strip with the long-period orbit on the boundary. The 
sequence shown might be called a supercritical period-doubling bifurcation. In (c j a schematic 
diagram is shown representing (x, a) space with each point representing a single orbit. 
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The second phenomenon concerns stationary points, that is points (x, a) at 
which f = 0. The family may be continued to some value p2 at which T, = 
limb+ T(p) exists but the diameter of the orbit drops to 0. This is, there is a 
stationary point (x2, c@,)) for which p(t, ,0) --t x2 as /I + /I?, for all t. At such 
a point D,f (x2, o(&)) will have a pair of imaginary eigenvalues &i/I for 
some ,8 # 0. (See Fig. 1.3.) We say a stationary point (x, CI) is a center if 
D,f (x, u) has non-zero imaginary eigenvalues, and it is isolated if 
furthermore 0 is not an eigenvalue and there is a neighborhood of (x, CZ) in 
R” x R in which (x, CX) is the only center. Generically there are two types of 
such stationary points and we will call these “source” and “sink” Hopf 
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FIG. 1.3. The difftculty of representing families of orbits in high dimensions is 
considerable. Both (a) and (b) represent the differential equation 
$(;:)‘= (:;,) + (Zj gka), 
where g(x, u) = o( 1 - a) - XI - x:. In polar coordinates it is d6’/dt = 1, dp/dt= 
p[u(l -a)-p*]. The orbits have pz =a(1 -a). In the terminology developed in this paper 
the stationary points x = 0, a = 0 and x = 0, c( = 1 are “centers” and in fact are “generic Hopf 
points,” though +(O, 0) = +l, and so (0,O) IS called a source of the family of orbits, while 
+(O, 1) = -1, and so is called a sink. The orbits are all stable, and this implies their “orbit 
index” has value ( = fl. The arrows arc drawn pointing toward the right in (b) because 
g=+1. 
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points. The distinction between these two is not based on whether the bifur- 
cation is subcritical or supercritical, but is more fundamental in that it 
depends only on (n + 1) X (n) matrix DX,oJ”(xO, 01~). 
We denote by Q, a set which is maximal amongst arc-wise connected sets 
of orbits and centers containing a given (pas u0). The objective of this paper 
is to investigate the properties of this set, and certain of its subsets first in a 
simple generic case. Brunovsky [2] who emphasized maps and Soromyer {3] 
showed that generically, systems that depend on a parameter have only three 
types of orbits, and our versions of these are called type 0, 1, and 2. For 
another proof see [ 17, Appendix]. To investigate generic Hamiltonian 
systems, we also introduce what we call type m orbits, m 2 3, and Meyer [4j 
shows that these types together (defined slightly differently) are sufficient for 
generic Hamiltonians. For Hamiltonians, the total energy plays the role of a 
and equilibria (Liapunov centers) play the role of Hopf bifurcations. 
Readers not interested in Hamiltonian systems should assume throughour 
that all orbits are of types 0, 1, or 2. The paper also will be substantialiy 
easier to read if the reader assumes all centers are generic Hopfpoints (see 
Section 3 for definitions). Most applications of our resuhs will probably be 
covered by these special cases. 
We have not restricted ourselves to the simplest generic class of stationary 
points since cases of interest often involve nongeneric cases, such as the rest 
state of a frictionless multiple pendulum. A separate paper will discuss both 
the non-generic theory and the extension to Hamiltonian systems, 
An example in [ 181 (see also an example in [ 191) is give11 (see Fig. I .4j in 
Type 2 orbit (period 
doubling bifurcation) 
Type I orbit 
[jug handle 
bifurcation) 
Q 
FIG. 1.4. When the orbit index $ is zero, global continuation is sometimes not possible. 
Each orbit is represented by one point and the arrows along the family indicate the value of 
the orbit index as in Fig. 1.1. This figure describes the continuation of an orbit at cO. The 
continuation family enters and then remains inside a compact set (delimited by a dashed 
boundary), eren though the period T remains bounded (I< T < 2) and the compact set 
contains no centers. We say the u0 obit is not “globahy continuable.” This behavior is 
possible only because the orbit at o,, has orbit index Q = 0. If o was not 0 it would have to be 
globally continuable. This example is only realizable when II > 4. See [ 181. 
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which the jug handle and the period-doubling bifurcations are combined in a 
striking way. In this example an orbit at CY = a,, is followed by Poincare 
continuation to a value a = u2 > a 0, passing an intermediate value a = ai. 
The ai orbit has a multiplier -1 and is a period-doubling bifurcation orbit. 
The a2 orbit is a jug handle bifurcation orbit and the family has a decreasing 
after we pass through the a2 orbit. The period gradually increases (as a now 
decreases) to a value approaching twice the period of the ai orbit. Then the 
family closes up onto the orbit previously passed at a,, thus effectively 
terminating the family. A further “extension” would retrace orbits already 
traversed. This example is stable in the sense that the behavior persists when 
the differential equation is perturbed slightly. The equation can even be 
chosen to be real analytic. The point of the example is that the maximal 
continuation for u > a,, lies in a compact subset of R”+l and the periods 
remain bounded and in particular the continuation contains no centers. For 
any orbit such as this a, orbit, the orbit index Q introduced here must be 0 
since a non-zero orbit index guarantees that a more satisfactory global 
continuation must exist. 
While it is not obvious from the text, this paper owes a great debt to the 
work of Fuller [5], and our orbit index arose from our failure to adapt the 
Fuller index to the problems considered here. Our results make no direct use 
of Fuller’s index. 
2. A CONTINUUM OF ORBITS 
Here we deal with families of orbits of Eq. (1.1). The term orbit refers 
exclusively to the trajectory of a non-constant periodic solution as a subset 
of (x, a)-space. For any orbit p, a we write T(p, a) for its (minimum) period, 
and the term “period” always means “minimum period.” We sometimes 
write T(x, a) when (x, a) is on an orbit. 
We emphasize several types of orbits in our discussion of generic 
behavior : 
TJye 0. An orbit having no multipliers that are roots of unity will be 
called type 0; that is, if ei21re is a multiplier, then B must be irrational. 
When 1 is not a multiplier of pO, a,,, we know it lies on a unique one- 
parameter family whose periods vary continuously. This family (the 
Poincare continuation) can be parameterized by a for a near a,, and we will 
denote the family p,, a. For this main family we will write A, for the 
(n - 1) X (n - 1) matrix D,G(p,, a). When p,, has one or more multipliers 
that are roots of unity, it is possible for additional families with longer 
periods to bifurcate from pO, CQ,. 
Let pO, a,, be an orbit. We will say y is an arc (of orbits) emanating from 
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pO, a,, if y: (0, 1) -+ R” x R is continuous and is piecewise differentiable and 
satisfies the following conditions. 
(AI) y(B) is on an orbit for each /3, distinct B’s giving distinct orbits, 
and y(O) is on the orbit pO, u. ; 
(AZ) T@(p)) is continuous for j? E (0, 1) but not necessarily at 8 = (3; 
and lim,,io T(y(/?)) exists and is finite; 
(A3) for any k the set B(k, y) = {/3 E [O, 1): the y(B) orbit has 
multipliers that are kth roots of unity} is at most countable and I is the only 
allowed limit point; and p E (0, 1) implies that neither $1 nor -1 are 
multipliers of the y(a) orbit. 
It follows that for a dense set of /I E (0, I), the y(p) orbit is type 0. In 
addition, for each BE (0, l), the fact that 1 is not a multiplier implies there 
is a unique continuation for which T is continuous. But (A2) assumes 7’ is 
continuous along the arc, so the arc is in fact the Poincare continuation of 
each of its orbits for /I E (0, 1). Since the Poincare continuation is 
parametrized by a, we have the following corollary property of the above 
assumptions. 
(A4) The a coordinate aq of an arc is a strictly monotonic function 
of/X 
We will say an arc y is an m-arc if m = limDlo T(@))/T(y(O)). Since f 
satisfies a Lipschitz condition in a neighborhood of the y(O) orbit, it follows 
that m > 0; see [6] or (71 or our proof of Proposition 3.1. In addition, it can 
be argued that m must be an integer, and in fact if m > 1 then pO, a0 must 
have a multiplier (other than 1) that is a root of unity. The question of what 
type of m-arcs can bifurcate from an orbit for non-generic orbits is analyzed 
in detail in [ 161. 
We also say the family pB, a0 for /3 E (0, 1) is an arc (or m-arc) if when 
we define y(p) = (pa(O), as), then 1’ is an arc or m-arc, respectively. 
We say po, a, is a regular bljhcation orbit if it is not a type-0 orbit and 
there are a finite number of arcs yi, i = I,..., k, emanating from pO, a,, ZUXJ 
the following conditions hold. 
(B 1) r,(O) is on the p,,, a, orbit and the arcs are otherwise distinct; 
that is, Eli is on the same orbit as y,(J,) for i # j only if p, =pZ = 0. 
(B2) If pj, aj is any sequence of orbits with pi, aj+ pO, a, and 
T(pj, aj) bounded, then for all but a finite number ofj, there is some I’ and 
some p E [0, 1) such that y#) is on the pj, aj obit. 
We will say pO, a, is a type-l orbit if it is a regular bifurcation orbit and 
+l is a multiplier and no other root of unity is a multiplier and there are 
precisely two arcs y,, y2 emanating from p,,, a0 and the a coordinates CZ,(P)~ 
a#) both are strictly less than a, for all ,f? E (0, I) or both are strictly 
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greater. Since 1 is the only multiplier that is a root of unity, r(y,(p)) will be 
continuous at p = 0 for both i = 1 and 2. 
We say an orbit pO, a0 is type 2 (that is a period-doubling bifurcation) if it 
is a regular bifurcation orbit with three arcs emanating from it and -1 is a 
multiplier and there are no other multipliers that are roots of unity. Again 
writing A, for D,G(p,, a), we require in addition that 
det [Ai - I] changes sign at a = a,,, (2.1) 
and, in particular, has an isolated 0 at a = aO. As was shown in studies of 
zeroes of maps by Krasnoselski [S] using local degree arguments and by 
Rabinowitz [9] using the global degree theoretic arguments, condition (2.1) 
implies a connected family of fixed points of G 0 G bifurcates from pO, a,,. 
(They show that if the Jacobian of a map-G 0 G (1 in our case-hanges 
sign, when evaluated on a path of zeroes, then additional zeroes must 
bifurcate from that point. If the rate of change in (2.1) is non-zero at aO, this 
result can be derived from the Implicit Function Theorem. Since orbits of the 
Poincari continuation p, , a correspond to all the fixed points of G near 
PO(O), a03 it follows that the fixed points of G 0 G represent orbits whose 
(minimum) period is approximately 2 . T(p,, ao). Two of the arcs are the 
Poincare continuation (one for a > a0 and one for a < ao). The third must be 
a 2-arc. 
When discussing Hamiltonian systems, another type of bifurcation 
frequently occurs. We say an orbit po, a, is type m, when m is an integer, 
m > 3, if it is a regular bifurcation orbit with either two or four arcs and the 
following conditions are satisfied. 
(Ml) For some integer k that is relatively prime to m, e*i2nk’m are 
simple multipliers and no other multipliers are roots of unity; 
(M2) det[A,” -I] does not change sign at a0 and a, is an isolated 
zero; 
(M3) Either there are two distinct monotonic m-arcs or there are 
none. 
3. STATIONARY POINTS 
Let x0 E R” be a stationary point for the equation dx/dt = g(x). Let A, 
denote D, g(xo). We will say T is a virtual period of x0 (for g) if T > 0 and 
T is the period of some (non-constant) periodic orbit of the equation 
dy/dt = A, y. (3-l) 
If the differential equation depends on parameter a, then we use the phrase 
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“T is a virtual period for (x0, CQ,).” Notice that if a stationary point has a 
virtual period, it must be a center. 
The following result plays a key role in our theory. 
3.1. VIRTUAL PERIOD PROPOSITION. Let gi: R” -+ R” be GZ functions for 
i = 0, l,... with gi(x) and its first partial derivatives converging uniformbf to 
g,,(x) and its first partials as i --t 00. For i = 1, 2,..., let pi be periodic solution 
with period Ti of the differential equation 
dy,‘dt = g,(y). 
Assume there is some x0 such that pi(t) --+x0 as i + 00, untformly in t, and 
assume T, = lim Ti exists and is finite. Then g(xu) = 0 and T, is a virtzfal 
period of x,, for g. 
This result is proved in Appendix 2. The following variant is more 
obviously related to our situation. 
3.2. COROLLARY. Let {pi, ai} be a sequence of orbits of (1.1) converging 
to a single point (x0, aO) with the diameters of the orbits tending to 0. Assume 
T(pi, ui) is convergent to some number T, < CO. Then (x0. a,,) is a cenicp* 
and T, is a virtual period of (x,, a,,). 
This improves a result in [lo] which stated T, was a multiple of the 
period of some periodic solution of Eq. (3.1). The corolIary follows 
immediately from the proposition by letting g,(x) = f(x, ai). 
Since 0 is not an eigenvalue of D,f for any isolated centers (xo5 c(& the 
Implicit Function Theorem implies (x0, a,,) lies on a (unique) continuous 
family of stationary points (x(a), a) for a near aO. Lei E(a) denote the sum 
of the multiplicities of the eigenvalues of D,f(x(a)l a) having strictly 
positive real parts. Let E(a,+) and E(a,-) denote right- and left-hand limits 
of E at aO. Define the crossing number x, the net number of pairs of eigen- 
values crossing the imaginary axis at aO, by 
x = +@(a0 +) - E(a,-jj. 
The Chinese symbol for center is ?p (pronounced “tzong”). We define the 
center index of an isolated center (x0, aO) to be the product 
*(x0, aO) =x - (-l)E(au;. (3.2) 
3.3. EXAMPLE. Let the dimension rz be even and let k = n/2. Let A be an 
iz x n matrix with eigenvalues aj k ipj with pi # 0 forj = l?..., k. Assume/ in 
Eq. (1.1 j satisfies f (0, a) = 0 and writing A, = B,f(O, a), assume 
A,=A +al. 
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Then (0, aj) is an isolated center for Eq. (1.1). Since A, has eigenvalues 
{a + aj * ipj}, th e center index of each (0, aj) is a positive integer, and if the 
aj’s are distinct, the center indices of these points are all +l. 
While it is sometimes important in applications to investigate non-generic 
cases, the most common centers have + = fl and a single family of orbits 
emanates from the center. In this case we say an isolated center is a source if 
+ = +I and a sink if + = -1. Hopf proved periodic orbits bifurcate from 
an isolated center, with the restriction of analyticity and 1x1 = 1 and some 
additional hypotheses. The case where + is odd was dealt with in [IO], and 
[ 111 showed that if x # 0 then orbits bifurcate from (x0, a,,). The extra factor 
using E(a,) is needed to understand how different isolated centers can be 
connected by families of orbits. Examples are easy to construct in which 
there is an isolated center having x = 0 and having no orbits nearby. 
We will say x,,, a0 is a Hopfpoint if the following conditions are satisfied. 
(HI) The point (x0, a,,) is a stationary point and D,f(x,, a,,) is non- 
singular. Hence there is a differentiable function x(a) for a near a, such that 
(x(a), a) is a stationary point for each a. Let L(a) = D,f(x(a), a). 
(H2) The matrix L(a,) has exactly one pair of eigenvalues GO that 
are pure imaginary, and these are algebraically simple. (Hence 2740 is the 
virtual period of (x,, a,,)). 
(H3) Their continuous extension r(a) f S(a) (as eigenvalues of L(a)) 
satisfies 
$ r(a) f  0. 
Under the additional unnecessary assumption that f is real analytic, Hopf 
proved that there exists a smooth family of non-constant periodic solutions 
p(t, /I), a@) for /3 E (0, I] with the properties that a(O) = a,, , p(t, p) -+ x0 as 
,8 10 and T(p(t,P), a(J)) + 2740 as p 1 0. We will say p(t, /3), a(P) is the 
family associated with the Hopf point. He also showed that for any sequence 
of orbits converging to x,,, a,, with a bound on the set of their periods, all but 
finitely many must lie on the associated family. 
We will say a Hopf point is generic if p(t,/?), a(/?) is type 0 for all /3 E 
(0, 1) and if for all sufficiently small p > 0 
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4. GENERIC RESULTS 
In this section we assume that every center is isolated and that each orbit 
is either a regular bifurcation orbit or is type 0. To simplify the exposition 
we prove the results in detail only in the case where each orbit is type m 
(m > 0). Section 8 describes the modification necessary in the more general 
case. Let P c R” x R be the union of the orbits and the centers of (1.1). 
While it is possible to establish properties of the isolated centers of P (i.e., 
the sum of the center indices must be 0, provided P is bounded and T is 
bounded on P) it is more enlightening to examine subsets of P that are as 
small as possible so that the property is still valid. The subset of P might be 
bounded and have T bounded on it while P itself is unbounded. We will say 
Q c P is 2-arcwise connected if for any two points (x,, aO), (xi, a,) in Q 
there is a continuous y: [0, I] -+ Q such that 
do) = (x0 y ad and YW= Cb aA 
and T(l/(.)) is bounded and if v(s) is on a type m orbit with m > 3 then we 
require 
and, in particular, we require that these limits exist. These limits need not 
equal T(y(s)). Notice that T(r(.)) can also be discontinuous when y(s) is a 
center or lies on a type-2 orbit. In the latter case the left and right hand 
limits of T(y(-)) can differ by a factor of 2, and thus we justify the “2” in the 
name. Write p, a c Q when the orbit {(p(t), a)] is a subset of Q. 
We will say Q is a 2-component if Q is 2-arc-wise connected and there are 
no strictly larger 2-arc-wise connected sets of which it is a subset. Each point 
of Q, lies in a 2-component. The intersection of two distinct 2-components 
can be non-empty but then it contains only type m orbits, m > 3. 
4.1. THEOREM. Assume Q is a 2-component of P that is a bounded set in 
Rn x R. Assume T is bounded on Q. Then Q contains a finite set (possibly 
empty) of (isolated) centers ci = (xi, ai), i = l,..., k, and 
t +(cJ=o. 
i=l 
A major objective in beginning research of this paper was to answer the 
following question. Suppose a 2-component Q contains a single isolated 
center with x = f 1 and suppose Q is bounded. Is T unbounded on Q? The 
above theorem gives the answer “yes.” Motivated strongly by investigations 
of the Fuller Index, we hoped to be able to define an orbit index to be able to 
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resolve this question, and we were amazed at how simple this index turned 
out to be in the generic case under investigation here. We now define this 
orbit index on type-0 orbits. 
DEFINITION. Let p(t) be a periodic solution of 1= Y(X). Suppose no 
roots of unity are multipliers, and there are of multipliers in (1, co) and o- 
in (-co, -1). That is, (T+ and 6 are the sums of the multiplicities of 
multipliers. Define the orbit index 4(p) to be 
4(P) = (-l>“+ if rs- is even, 
=o if 6 is odd. 
(4.1) 
Since the Poincarl fixed point index of G is defined to be (-l)“‘, it 
follows that $(p) is the Poincare fixed index for G if o- is even. It is easy to 
check that the following formulation is equivalent to (4.1): 4 is the average 
of the Poincare fixed point indices of G and G 0 G. 
The index 4 will allow us to impose a natural orientation on families of 
orbits having non-zero orbit index at orbit pO, a, with #(p,,, c1,J # 0. The 
positive direction along the familv is the direction in which a is increasing 
(decreasing) provided #(p,,, a,,) > 0 (or, <O respectively). In Fig. 1.1 we 
ilustrate a possible configuration representing each orbit by a single point 
and using arrows along the family to illustrate the orientation of the family. 
In Appendix 1 we describe how to define the index 4 for a larger class of 
orbits. 
In the next theorem we restrict consideration to orbits whose a coordinate 
lies in an interval I. To define a 2-component of P f7 (R * X I), substitute P fl 
(R” x 1) for P in the above definitions. In particular, a 2-component of Pf’ 
(R” x 1) is a connected subset of P f7 (R’ X I). 
4.2. THEOREM. Let I = [a,, a,], where a, < a*. Let Q be a 2-component 
ofPn(R”XI)suchthatz~(p,a)cQanda=alora2,thenp,aist~pe0, 
and if(x,a)EQ is a center then afa,, a2. Then 
X $(P, a,) - C HP, a,) = C +(ci), (4.2) 
(~.rrz)cQ (P.~OCQ 
where the first two sums are taken over the orbits at aZ and a, respectively 
and the last sum is taken over all isolated centers ci = (xi, ai) in Q, i = 
1 k. ,.**, 
Notice that boundedness of T and Q implies the three sums are taken over 
finite sets. When the first two sums are taken over empty sets, this theorem 
reduces precisely to Theorem 4.1. (See Fig. 4.1.) 
The results here are stated for finite dimensional situations, but in several 
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FIG. 4.1, Three examples of what Q might look like in Theorem 4.2. The arrows along 
families of orbits point to the right where $ = +1 and to the left when @ = -1. 
infinite dimensional cases, there is sufficient compactness to guarantee that if 
Q is bounded and T is bounded on Q, then Q is compact, and to guarantee 
o-, cJ+, and E(a) are all finite. The results here would appear to extend 
naturally to such cases. See [ 121 and [ 131 for infinite-dimensional problems 
to which the results in this paper might extend. 
We introduced our orbit index and it immediately appeared in 
Theorem 4.2 without explanation. We now wish to motivate more clearly its 
role in studying families of orbits. The index is in fact an invariant of an 
unusual sort. It is designed to be useful even if orbits are dense for each 
parameter value. In such a situation it would be useless to add the indices of 
all orbits in the x space and conclude that this is invariant under changes in 
cz or invariant under perturbations. An alternative would be to restrict 
attention to all orbits whose period is less than some number. This is the 
approach in the Fuller index, and while we find the Fuller index an excellent 
tool for studying generalized Hopf bifurcation: it fails in practice to enable 
us to distinguish between the (minimum) period of an orbit and multiples of 
the period. Instead we restrict attention to connected sets of orbits, and the 
next proposition may be interpreted as saying Q is a bz~urcatimz invariant, 
Let Y(P) = (4P), W)) b e a monotonic arc. The multiplier numbers CII~ 
and cr’- are not necessarily constant, but as /I is varied, these integers must 
change by even numbers because of the arc property (A3). Hence two type-0 
orbits that are hit by the arc must have the same orbit index, and we write 
d(r) for the value. Recall that property (A4) guarantees each a,(P) is strictly 
monotonic so sign(a;(P) - q,) is well defined for j? > 0. 
4.3. Bifurcation Invariance Proposition 
Let p,,, a, be a regular bifurcation orbit with monotonic arcs ;j@) = 
(.x@), ai emanating from it, i = l,..., k, then 
505!43i3.9 
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i 4CYi) f&n(%(P) - %> = 0, p > 0. 
i=l 
(4.3) 
This proposition can be reduced to a question of periodic orbits of a map 
by investigating the Poincare map for po, aO, and so we choose to put the 
proof in [ 161. We now state some simple corollaries of Proposition 4.3. 
The Bifurcation Invariance Proposition is of interest to us here when po, 
a0 is of type m, n2 > 1. Let bi = #(y,), i = I,..., k. When m = 1, there are two 
arcs and both are on the same side of GL,,. Either b, = b, = 0 or b, + b, = 0, 
one being +1 and the other -1. 
If po, a0 is type 2, there are three arcs. Since 1 is not a multiplier there are 
two arcs that can be obtained from Poincare continuation, whose indices we 
denote by b, and b, . Since the definition of type 2 requires det [Ai - I] to 
change sign at a,, the number of real eigenvalues 1 of Ai, such that il > 1 
changes by an odd number as u crosses a,,. It follows that the number of 
eigenvalues 1 of A, such that i < -1 changes by an odd number. From 
Proposition 4.3 either 6, or b, is 0, but not both. Bifurcation invariance then 
implies that the monotonic 2-arc has index b, # 0. If the two arcs with non- 
zero indices are on the same side of uO, the indices must total 0 while if these 
arcs are on opposite sides, their indices must be equal. 
Ifp,, a0 is type m with m > 3, there are two l-arcs and either zero or two 
m-arcs. The two l-arcs represent the Poincare continuation and lie on 
opposite sides of CL,, and their indices 6, and 6, must be equal since the 
numbers cr- and o+ are equal for the two arcs. If there are monotonic m- 
arcs, it follows that either they are on the same side of a,, and their indices 
b,, b, satisfy b, = -b,, or they are on opposite sides and b, = b,. 
5. PATHS OF ORBITS 
In this section, we assume all centers are isolated and all orbits are of type 
m for some m E {0, 1,2 ,... }. 
In order to prove the results in Section 4, it is necessary to develop some 
results on paths of orbits, results which are interesting on their own. We will 
say y is a path if the domain J of y is an interval and the following properties 
are satisfied. 
(Pl) The function y: J+ R” X R is continuous. 
(P2) For all /3 E J, y(p) is on an orbit. (When non-type m orbits are 
permitted we require that y(p) is on an orbit of type m (m > O).) 
(P3) If pi is in the interior of J and y(PJ is on an orbit of type m, 
m > 3, then for /3 # /3i we require 
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(W If ~00,) and YW are on the same orbit where ,8, and & are 
distinct points in the interior of J, then the orbit is type m with M >, 3. 
The last condition rules out the situation in which a path runs back and 
forth over the same set of orbits. Notice that TQC(3)) can have essential 
discontinuities (at type-2 orbits) and at such a discontinuity ,B,, the left- and 
right-hand limits of 7’@(p)) at p, must differ by a factor of 2. 
If y is a path, we write dam(y) for the interval on which it is defined. We 
say p. 3 a3 or P@, P), 49 is a path if the function y(,B) =df (~(0, p), a(P)) is a 
path, For a path ‘/ define Tesr(y,&) = T(@,)) unless y(pO) ison an orbit of 
type m with m > 3. In that case define 
T;; = Tess@, p,,) = 8’h10 T(y(P)). 
3Zl30 
We have TEy = T(y(&)) except possibly in the case that r(/3,,) is type m for 
m >, 3, in which case we can alternatively have TeSs(y, p,) = mT(y(&)). 
Let the modulus of y at /I be 
where y(P)(t) is x coordinate at time t of the trajectory starting from y(/3) at 
time 0. Let y(p) = (pD, as). If & is an end point of dam(r) where we permit 
--co~p,~ou,definetheZimitsetatP,tobe(i=~~,)=iix,,al):thereis 
a sequence pi -PO such that T(y(/?,)) is bounded and a(Pi) + aI, and there is 
a sequence {ti} such that p(p,, ti) --t x, ). 
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let y(P) = pa, ab be a path whose domain is a 
bounded interval. Let /3, be an end point of J = dam(y). Assume 
Then the limit set A at PO is either an orbit or A = ((x1, a,)}, where (x,, a,) 
is an isolated center. Furthermore 
dOW, A > --$ 0 as P-PO (5.2) 
and 
(5.3) 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Assume (5.1) is satisfied. Then there is a 
sequence {pi] in J and a point (xl, al) and a T, > 0 such that /.Ii -+p, and 
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In fact T, < 0. This follows easily if f(x,, a,) f 0, and if (x,, a,) is a 
stationary point T, > 0 follows from arguments similar to those about 
T, > 0 in Appendix 2. Since p@,, 0) + x, and c@,) -+ ai and the solutions 
phi, f) are periodic with periods Ti tending to T,, the solution through 
(x1, a,) must “return” to (x,, 0,) at time T, . Possibly (x1, al) is a stationary 
point (and then by Corollary 3.2, it is a center and all centers are isolated), 
but suppose now that it is not. Then it lies on an orbit pl, a, of type m > 0. 
Since p,, a, is a bifurcation orbit or is type 0, all but a finite number of the 
r(Pi) must lie on the arcs emanating from pl, a,, and it follows that for all j3 
near ,8,,, y(/3) must lie on the orbits in the arcs emanating from p,, aI. Since 
those arcs are distinct and y(p) can hit the orbit pl, a1 at most once, yv) 
must lie on a single arc emanating from pi, or, and it follows easily that /i is 
the pl, a1 orbit. Therefore if rl contains any point (x1, a,) that is not a 
center, II is an orbit, and clearly Q(P), /i ) -+ 0 as ,f? -+ PO. 
We may assume now n is a union of centers. Suppose that (5.2) fails SO 
that there is a sequence pi* -+ p,, for which 
where d is the metric on R” x R. Let 17 c R be the set of virtual periods for 
(x,, al). By Co ro 11 ary 3.2,17 is non-empty. Let m, = max fl. Let B(E) denote 
the closed ball in R” x R with center (x,, a,) and radius E. We say an orbit 
p, a is in B(F) if (p(r), a) E B(E) for all t. Corollary 3.2 implies we may 
choose E > 0 sufficiently small that no orbit in B(E) has its period in 
[3m, 9m]. In addition, choose E E (0, a@) sufficiently small that (xi, aI) is the 
only center in B(E). We may assume the sequences are chosen so that y(/?,) is 
on an orbit in B(E) and T(y(p,)) < 3m, and so that 
Pi <P: <Pi+1 for all i. 
Since y(JF) 6$ B(E) and since Tess(p) is continuous except for discontinuities 
at which it changes by a factor of 2, there must be some @* E vi, Pi+ 1) 
such that yt’,8:*) lies on an orbit in B and that orbit intersects the boundary 
of B and T(y(@ *)) < 3m,. Let (x1, a3) be a limit point of JJ(/~:). Then 
(x3, aJ E /i, and since it is the limit of points whose orbits touch boundary 
B(E) and have periods less than 3p,, it must be a center but cannot be 
(~~,,a,),acontradiction.Henced={(x,,a,)},andy(~)-,(x,,a,)asp-,p,. 
In addition, lim sup T(@)) < 3~2, so (5.3) holds. 1 
Let y and y. be paths. We will say y is an extension of y. if for each ,8, E 
dom(y,) there is a j3 E dam(y) such that yo(/3,) and r(P) are on the same 
orbit. Notice that a path is an extension of itself. We will say an extension y 
of y. is strict if y. is not an extension of y, that is, if y hits at least one orbit 
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that is not hit by yO. If yO has no strict extensions, we wili say it is rnaxima~ 
path. 
Suppose a family of orbits bifurcate from a center. It is naive to expect a 
simple answer when asking where it goes since in continuing the family 
bifurcations can occur, and choices must be made as to which branch to 
follow (unless we can formulate a general answer involving the entire “tree”). 
Condition (P3) tells how to continue at type-m orbits m > 3. At type type-2 
orbits some choice is left. Imagine a hypothetical situation in which the 
family passes through a type-2 orbit, approaching along the remaining arc, 
that is, the path “doubles back.” It is easy to make choices in Fig. 1.1 so that 
this situation might arise. The resulting path is maximal and terminates at a 
type-2 orbit. 
Let 1’ be a path whose domain J is bounded. We say 7 is open (closed) ct 
an endpoint ,8,, if PO is an endpoint of J and ,f?, SG J (or, PO E J9 respectively’). 
When 1’ is an open at an endpoint PO, one possible behavior is that the 1’ 
family of orbits is convergent to a center at p,,. We mean by this phrase that 
u(p) converges to a center as p --f PO and diameter of the v(B) orbit tends to 0 
as F-PO and lim supB+, Q(P)) < co. In particular, -4 (0,) contains exactly 
one point. 
5.2. PROPOSITION. Let 11 be a maximal path that is open at an endpoint 
,!?,,. Then either 
M(% P> + al as P-t& (54) 
or the y fatnib of orbits is comergent to a center at PO. 
Proof. Let &f?) be a path and assume /3, is an end of its domain J and 
& 65 J. Assume lim infB+ o M(P) < co. Then by Proposition 5. I there is a 
limit point (x0, u,,) of y(p) as j7 + p,. Suppose (.x0. a,,) is not a center. Then 
for ,8 near PO the points r(P) lie on the orbits of an arc emanating from the 
(x0, au> orbit so T(y(P)) h as a limit as /3 -+ p,. Redefining #) if necessary 
without changing the orbit that y(J) is on, we can assume r(P) has a limit as 
p --) &. Therefore y can be extended to a path that is defined at PO: 
contradicting our assumption that 7 is maximal Hence (x,, a,) must be a 
center. It is easy to show that y is convergent to this center. I 
Let y be a path with domain J. We say y is a cyclic path if J is a closed 
interval [&,,p,] of positive length, and r(pO) and &!3r) are on the same orbit. 
5.3. PROPOSITION. Let y be a path which is maximal and cyclic. Tires 
(5.5) 
and the y(,Q,,) orbit is not type 2. 
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ProoJ: A type-2 orbit has three arcs emanating from it. If the y(,0,) orbit 
was type 2, then one of the arcs would be traversed for /3 near p,, and other 
when ,8 was near pl, leaving the third arc untraversed. Hence, the path would 
not be maximal. Hence the maximality of a cyclic path implies the y(pO) 
orbit is not type 2. We may assume then the y(j?,) orbit is type m, m # 2, 
and therefore has an even number of arcs emanating from it and these come 
in pairs with similar T values. It is possible that there are points ,8 interior to 
J for which y(J) is also on the orbit, but condition (P3) guarantees that if 
(5.5) was not satisfied, y would not be maximal. m 
5.4. DOUBLE-BACK PROPOSITION. Let y be a maximal path that is not a 
cyclic path. Let J = dam(y). Let ,LIO be an endpoint and assume 1’ is closed at 
/3,. Then there exists p, in the interior of J such that y(P,) and y&) are on 
the same orbit and that orbit is type 2. 
The proof follows from arguments like those of Proposition 5.3. 
In the next section we describe how it is possible to avoid this situation in 
which a maximal path that terminates by doubling back to a type-2 orbit. 
6. SNAKES 
We will say a path y with domain J,, is oriented on the interval J c JO if it 
satisfies the following conditions. 
(Sl) For all but countably many /I E J, the orbit index #(y(j)) is 
defined and is non-zero; 
(S2) If qW&>> > 0 for SOme PO, then the a coordinate a(/?) of yv) is 
strictly monotonically increasing near p, and if #(y(J)) < 0, then a(@ is 
strictly decreasing locally. 
We say y is oriented if it is oriented on the interval JO. We say an oriented 
path y is a maximal oriented path if it has no strict extension that is oriented. 
For a path y define Orb(y) to be the set of orbits for which there is a /I such 
that y(p) is on that orbit. 
Let S be a set of orbits. We say S is a snake if there is a maximal oriented 
path y such that Orb(y) = S. 
We say path yi is a path through the snake S if yi is a maximal oriented 
path with S = Orb(y,). If po, a, is a type-0 orbit in a snake S, then 
qS(pO, CZJ f 0. Conversely if pO, a0 is an orbit whose orbit index is non-zero, 
then it lies in some snake. This follows since there is a path y with y(O) on 
pO, a,,, and either y or the path y(-/I) is oriented on some neighborhood J 
of 0. Suppose y is the one that is oriented near 0. Then y ) J is an oriented 
path and so there must be an extension y1 of y 1 J that is a maximal oriented 
path, so pO, CQ, is in the snake Orb(y,). 
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6.1. UNIQUENESS PROPOSITION. Let S, and S, be snakes. Assume 
s,ns, (6. i j 
contains an orbit pO, a,, of type 0, 1, or 2. Then 
s, = s,. (6.21 
If yi and y2 are maximal oriented paths and yi(/3,) and y&) are on the 
same orbit from some /I,, ,fI, and if (6.2) does not hold, then it follows that 
orbit must be type m, m > 3, and 
The Uniqueness Proposition is proved by studying the relationship a snake 
S and an arbitrary path y that is only oriented on an interval. Let y be a path 
with domain J such that for some ,8, E J, @,,) is on an orbit in S having 
type 0, 1, or 2. Let J, CJ be the largest interval containing p, for which 
Orb(y / Ji) c S. Assume y is oriented on an interval containing &,. Let J, c J 
be the largest interval containing &, on which y is oriented. 
CLAIM 1. J,=J,. 
CLAIM 2. If p, E int J is an endpoint of J, then the 7(/l,) orbit is type 2. 
Claim 1 is more general than Proposition 6.1 since if S, = S and ;’ is a 
curve through S? (with y(p,,) on an orbit in S, n S,), Claim 1 implies J, =J 
and so SZ = Orb(y) c S,. By symmetry we also must have S, c SZ, so (6.2) 
holds. 
Proof of claims. Let pi E int(J) be such that y(Bi) is on an orbit p1 : aI of 
type m where m # 2. Assume /I, E J, and /I, E J,. We first prove Clairn 2; 
For some sufficiently small E > 0 the restricted paths y j (8, ) fl, $ E) and 7 j 
(‘, - E, ,8,) lie on two different arcs emanating from pi, ai. Since one of 
these intervals lies in J, (and in J,), 4 is non-zero on these arcs (that is, on 
the type 0 orbits of that arc). If m = 0 or 1, there are two arcs emanating 
from pl, a1 and from Proposition 4.3 and the discussion after it, 4 is non- 
zero on both arcs since it is non-zero on one of them. For a type-0 orbit, 4 
has the same value on both arcs and for type 1, $I has opposite sign on the 
two arcs. It follows that since y is oriented on one of these arcs, it is oriented 
on both. Hence m = 0 or 1 implies /3i E int(JO). If m > 3, then the two arcs 
of pl: a i that y passes through must either be l-arcs or both must be m-arcs 
from condition (P3). Since the number CT’ (and also K) is the same on both 
l-arcs of a type m orbit and the CL coordinate is. increasing for both or Is 
decreasing for both the path would be oriented in the neighborhood of Pi if it 
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traversed the l-arcs. Knowing this about l-arcs, it is easy to show from (4.3) 
that y would also be oriented in a neighborhood of p, if it traversed the m- 
arcs. Hence Claim 2 is true. To prove Claim 1, notice similarly that if 
,8, E Js and the y(pi) orbit is not type 2, we have /3, E int J,. 
We have then proved: $p, E int J and b, is an endpoint of either JO or J,, 
then y(p,) i on a type-2 orbit. 
Each type-2 orbit pz, a, has three arcs emanating from it, and 4 is non- 
zero on two of these and is zero on the third, and from (4.3) there is an 
oriented path passing through it. Hence p,, a2 lies in a snake and the two 
arcs on which 4 is non-zero must also lie in that snake (and in any snake 
containing p?, a2), while the third arc cannot lie in any snake since 4 is 0 on 
it. Hence if /3, is in JO f7 Js, then it is an endpoint of JO if and only if it is an 
endpoint of J, . [ 
We say a path y is orientable if whenever y(,8) is on an orbit of type 0, 
#(y(p)) # 0. In the above arguments we describe what a path must be like if 
it is oriented on some interval but not on its entire domain. There is a 
maximal interval JO on which it is oriented and immediately outside JO but in 
dom y, the path travels along an arc on which 4 is 0. The following corollary 
is therefore immediate. 
6.2. COROLLARY. Let y be an orientable path. Define y* by y*(p) = 
7(-p). Then either y is oriented or y* is oriented. 
If yr and y? are two paths through a snake S, then y, and yz are both 
closed paths or neither is, and both or neither are open. We therefore say S 
is open or cyclic if the paths through it are open or cyclic, respectively. 
6.3. THEOREM: SNAKE TERMINATION PRINCIPLE. LetS be a snake. Then 
S is either open or it is cyclic. 
A perusal of the proofs in Section 5 shows the arguments for 
Propositions 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 remain valid if instead of considering all paths, 
only orientable paths 1’ are considered. That is, the conclusions remain valid 
in the class of orientable paths, so “maximal path” would be replaced by 
“maximal” in the class of orientable paths. Proposition 5.4, however, is 
satisfied vacuously in this class. If a maximal path doubles back, 
Proposition 5.4 in effect says that all three arcs emanating from some type-2 
orbit must be traversed, which is impossible for an orientable path. Hence a 
maximal orientable path is either open or cyclic. Corollary 6.2 says that a 
maximal oriented path is a maximal orientable path. 1 
If a center (q,, aO) is the source or sink for some path through a snake S, 
then it is the source or sink respectively for all paths through S. Hence we 
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say (x,, cxO) is the source (or sink) of a snake S if it is the source or sink 
respectively of the paths through S. Similarly if 
%w) -+ a3 as p + sup dOm(y) 
for one path y through S, it is true for all its paths and we say co is the sirtic 
of s. If 
dog?>- CQ as /3 + inf dam(y) 
for some path 1’ through S, we say co is the source of S. Using ’ 
PROPQSITION 5.2 (we may now restate the Snake Termination 
Principle). The source of an open snake S is either a, or a center? and its 
sink is either 0~) or a cemer. If S is cyclic, it has no ends. In fact S is cyclic $ 
and only if the union of the orbits in S is compact. 
Proof. For a Hopf point (x0, a,,) the crossing 
SUPERCRITICAL BIFURCATIONS 
number x equals sign 
SUBCRITICAL BIFURCATIONS 
.+=-I 
JL!L 
*=+I 
casec:d’ca )>O 
da 0 
Case d:* (0 ‘r< 0 
da 0 
FIG. 7.1. Generic Hopf point (.x0, a,) in R’ x R. The oriented families of orbits are 
indicated by thick curves whose arrows are directed to the right (increasing a) when @ = +i 
and to the left when 9 = -1. The real part of the eigenvalues of D,f(x(,u), a) is r(n). To two 
supercritical cases (see text) and the two subcritical cases are shown. It is important to notice 
that supercritical bifurcation can have @z = +l or = -1 as can subcriticai. Hopf points with 
+ = +l are called sources and the arrows along the curve on the orbits lead away from the 
centers that are sources while they lead to the sinks (.@ = -i). 
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~w~a)(%)l ( usm ’ g Y as in the definition of Hopf points). Special insight is 
provided when the dimension n is 2. Then E(Q) = 0 so 
4J(x!l, %I =x 
and near a generic Hopf point every periodic orbit has exactly one multiplier 
and it is positive. Hence D- = 0 and 
#(PO, a/3) = (-1)“’ 
In Fig. 7.1 cases (a) and (b) show the supercritical (also called normal) 
bifurcations, that is 
sign(dr/da)(a,) 7 sign[a(/?) - a,] for /I > 0. 
When n = 2, supercritical bifurcation implies the orbits near (x0, aJ are 
attractors so o + = 0 and Q(po, ao) = +l. Therefore Eq. (7.1) holds in these 
cases. In the subcritical cases (c) and (d) ( inverted bifurcations) charac- 
terized by 
sign r’(aO) = -sign[a@) - ao] for p > 0, 
the orbits near the center must be unstable with ut = +l. Hence 
#(pB, as) = -1. Hence we have shown Eq. (7.1) is true when n = 2. 
The Center Manifold Theorem (CMT) is used to prove the Hopf Theorem 
in [ 141. Their restriction E(a,) = 0 is unnecessary in finite dimensions. The 
CMT shows that there is a three dimensional manifold M containing the 
curve of stationary points (x(a), a) for a near a0 and in particular (x0, a,,). 
The manifold M is invariant under trajectories near (x0, a,,). 
The real two dimensional subspace of R” corresponding to the imaginary 
eigenvalues d&9 is tangent to the manifold at (x0, a,). When n = 2, A4 is an 
open neighborhood of (x0, a,,). See [ 141 for a more complete description. It 
follows that the cases in Fig. 7.1 display the possible behaviors on A4, where 
6 and 4 are calculated for the flow in M. (In particular, the bifurcating family 
of orbits must lie in M.) We will write a” and @’ when these numbers are 
computed for the differential equation on M and we write r$(“+ ‘) and #(“+‘) 
when calculation is made using the full differential equation on R” X R. 
Calculating E(a,) for the full system we obtain immediately 
@f = *3(n+ ly-pa)~ (7.2) 
For each orbit near (x0, ao) the period is approximately 27t/8 (that is, 
T(p(t, /I), a(/3)) -+ 2rc/8 as /I + 0, as mentioned in Section 3). If 1 is an eigen- 
value of D,f(x,, a& then each orbit near (,u,,, a,,) has a multiplier approx- 
imately exp(;/2n/8). Complex conjugate pairs ;I, A* of eigenvalues yield 
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multipliers in pairs in the sense that for each orbit sufficiently near (x0, aOjr 
there is a pair of multipliers near exp(A2@ and exp(i*2&3) and both 
multipliers are real or both are off the real axis and for each of the eigen- 
values A other than &6, we have Re(A) # 0. Hence the pair of multipliers are 
both strictly outside the unit circle or both are inside. If real, both are 
positive or both negative. From these facts it follows that (o-)(~~” is even 
(while (c)” is 0). Hence 4” and $(ntl) are both non-zero for orbits near the 
center. Further 
(o+).~ + E(a,) = (a+)‘“++” mod 2 
that is, both sides are odd or both are even, and therefore 
qP(po, aq)(-l)E(ao) = (d(“+ “(pG, aJ. 
Together with Eq. (7.2), this proves Eq. (7.1) holds. Notice sign[a(/?) - ati] 
does not depend on the choice of M vs R”+ I. i 
We will say a snake is a tail-biter if it is open and its source and sink are 
the same isolated center. It is possible for an isolated center to have an 
infinite number of tail-biter snakes, though most would be rather small. In 
fact for any sufficiently small closed neighborhood N of an isolated center 
cO, only finitely many snakes that have c0 as source or sink can intersect the 
boundary of N. If there were infinitely many there would be infinitely man.y 
orbits pi, ai (on distinct snakes) lying wholly in N, but touching the 
boundary of N. The orbits could furthermore be chosen so that 
T(pi, a,) < 2T,,? where r, is the maximum of the virtual periods of (x0, a&. 
There would then be a cluster point (it, a,) on the boundary of N, and 
(or 9 a,) could not be on an orbit, since that would be a bifurcation orbit with 
a finite number of arcs emanating from it. The nearby orbits (pi, ai) would 
be on infinitely many distinct arcs emanating from the (x1, a!) orbit since 
they are distinct snakes. Therefore (x,, a,) would be a stationary point and it 
would have to have a virtual period t, < 2T,. But then every small 
neighborhood N of c,, would contain a center on its boundary contradicting 
our assumption that centers are isolated. 
For any center c0 let s-(co) and S’(Q) be the numbers of snakes, 
excluding tail-biters, that have c0 as their source or sink, respectively. By the 
above remark, s + and s - are finite. 
7.2. PROPOSITION. Let co be an iso!ated center. Then 
In our terminology, Hopf proved there is a unique snake emanating from a 
Hopf point cO. Lemma 7.1 says that if c0 is a generic Hopf point and 
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FIG. 7.2. Perturbing a non-generic center C, to a generic situation. 
+(c,)= +I, then c0 is the source of the snake (and SK(c,) = +l and 
s+(c,) = 0) while if + = -1, c,, is the snakes sink and s- = 0 and sf = 1. 
Hence Eq. (7.3) is now proved for generic Hopf points. 
The idea of the proof is to perturb f slightly in a neighborhood of c,, so 
that c, is replaced by a collection of generic Hopf points. Hence we 
investigate centers and snakes of 
dx/dt = f(x, a) + g(x, a). (7.4) 
Write C(f + g, Q) for the centers of Eq. (7.4) in Q c R"+ ‘, while Ccf, Q) 
will denote the centers in Q for Eq. (1.1). Let To be the maximum virtual 
period of c0 for f. We consider only perturbations g: R" X R -+ R" which are 
identically 0 outside a specified neighborhood Q of c,, in R"+*, perturbations 
g for which f(x, a) = 0 if and only iff(x, cz) + g(x, u) = 0. We let F(E, Q) 
denote the set of such g whose C’ norm satisfies 11 gllcl < E. Proposition 3.1 
plays a key role. If S is snake that enters Q and terminates at cO, we must 
argue that the corresponding snake for Eq. (7.4) either leaves Q or terminates 
at a Hopf point, that is the periods of the orbits of the snake do not tend to 
co while the snake remains in Q. 
ProoJ: Let B(E) be the ball of radius E in Rnt ’ with center c,,. 
Let J(E) = [a0 - s, (x0 + E]. 
Choose s0 > 0 so that the stationary points in B(sJ lie on a curve that 
may be written (x(a), a), and so that c, is the only center in B(E~) and is also 
the only center in the family (x(a), a) for a E J(E,,), and so that D,f(x(cc), cz) 
does not have 0 as an eigenvalue when cz E J(E~). We will consider the set of 
perturbations F(E, Q) only when Q c B(E~). We further require e0 be chosen 
sufficiently small that no periodic orbit of (7.4) lying wholly in B(sO) has 
period in [2T,, 5T,] when g E F(sO, ,8(&J). That this will be true for some 
s0 > 0 follows from Proposition 3.1. If there were no such sO, there would be 
a sequence gi + 0 in the C’ norm and a convergent sequence of periodic 
solution pi, czi of x’ = f + gi such that pi, (xi + (x,, a,) and T(pi, ui) E 
[2T,, 5T,]. By Proposition 3.1, c0 would have a virtual period for f in that 
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interval, contradicting the maximality of T,. When g e F(e,, , P(E~)) is chosen 
so that the centers in C(f + g, ,‘+I) are isolated, we have 
where cj~~+~ and +f denote the center index calculated for Eqs. (7.4) and 
(I. I), respectively. This equality holds because the sum of the crossing 
indices x~+&c) must equal the crossing index x&c,) and because the number e 
of real positive eigenvalues of Df(x(u), a) is independent of CI for a E J(sa) 
and equals the number of real positive eigenvalues of D,[(f -t g)(x-, a)] for 
all g E F(eo, ,8(so)). Hence in the formula [Eq. (3.2)] defining I+XC,), the 
factor (-1 )E(ao’ equals (-l)e and also equals the corresponding factor for 
@,+&c). We further assume e0 is small enough that for every g E 
F(e,, P(eo)), every center in C(f + g) has its virtual periods less than 2T0, 
Let N c Rn be a closed neighborhood of x0 such that lx,, - J / < E, for ah 
J’ E N and such that if x, e bnd N, then (x,, a,J is not on an orbit with 
T(x,, aO) < 5T,,. Such an N does exist: let V,, be the union of x0 and the 
points x for which (x, co) is on an orbit with period T(.x: a,) < 5T,; let V, = 
(X jx - y( < 6 for some y E V,}: then the connected component of V, that 
contains x0 satisfies the conditions on N for 6 sufficiently small. 
Let P(E) be the set of orbits for Eq. (I. 1) that Lie wholly in N >: 
{a, - E, a,, + E 1 and have period T < 5T,. 
Let E, E (0, aO) be a number such that 
N x 4~1) = Wo) (7.6) 
and if x E bnd N and a E J(er), then (x3 a) is not a point of an orbit of 
Eq. (1.1) that has period T < 5 To, and such that every orbit of (1.1) in P(s r) 
is type 0. 
Let g E F(sl, N X J(&r)) be chosen so that all points in CCf $ g) n B(F,) 
are generic Hopf points and all orbits of (7.4) are type m, m > 0. Standard 
arguments show in fact that almost every g E F(E, , N x J(E[)) (in the sense 
of Baire Category) satisfies this condition. 
Figure 7.2 illustrates some of the possible differences in the snakes for 
Eqs. (1.1) and (7.4). Neither equation has any orbits in B(ar) with periods 
between 2T, and ST,. Let y(p) be an oriented path with ~$0) E N x J(E,) for 
DE [/31:&) or (&,,p,] and with y(P,)ENX {al-a,,oo+elj. Assume 
further that T(y(e)) -+ co as p -+ p,. Then T(y@,)) > 5 T,. The perturbation g 
is 0 on N X {a, - E,, a0 + el} so any orbit in that set is also an orbit of 
Eq. (7.4) and for such orbits $f+, =#df. The “net number” of snakes 
terminating at c, may be defined to be .sf+(c,) - sf(cO) and this number 
equals the ‘“net number” entering N x J(&r) with period T < 2T,,; thar is 
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We have shown the right-hand side equals C tif+,,(c), summing over c E 
C(f + g, N x J(&r)). By Eq. (7.5), that sum equals @AC,,). Hence Eq. (7.3) 
is proved. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. From Proposition 7.2, 
+(cJ = s -(cJ - s + (CJ’ 
Hence 
k k k 
7‘ +(Ci)= C S-(Ci)- C S+(Ci)* 
iE1 i=l i=l 
(7.7) 
If a source c is in a 2-component, then all orbits in all snakes emanating 
from c are also. Furthermore if an orbit of type 0 with non-zero orbit index 
is in Q, then so is its snake, and if that snake is not cyclic, its source and 
sink will also be in Q. Since Q is bounded and T is bounded on Q, each 
snake S has a source in {ci} if and only if it has a sink there. Hence the 
number of snakes having sources in {ci}, namely, Cis-(ci) equals the 
number that have sinks in {ci}, namely, Cis’(ci). Hence from Eq. (7.7) 
~l$(Ci)=O. I 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We may assume without loss of generality that 
f(x, a) = f(x, a,) for all a < a, and f (x, a) = f(x, as) for all a > u2. If this 
were not the case we could substitutef*(x, a) E f(x, h(a)) forf(x, a), where 
h is a differentiable function such that h(a) = a, for all a < a,, and h(a) = az 
for all a > a*, and h(ai) = ai for i = l,..., k, and h is strictly monotonically 
increasing on (a,, a,). Such a substitution would leave unchanged the values 
in Eq. (4.2) of the orbit index and center index. Let Q+ be the points in Q 
plus the points (x, a), where (x, a,) E Q and a < a,, plus the points (x, a), 
where (x, a*) E Q and a > a,. 
A snake has co as its source if and only if it either contains an orbit p, a, 
having #(p, a,) = +l or contains an orbit p, a2 with #(p, a?) = -1. Similarly 
a snake has co as its sink if there is such an orbit with #(p, a,) = -1 or 
#(p, u2) = +l. Let ~‘(co, Q+) be the number of snakes in Q+ that have co 
as their sink and s - (co, Q +), the number with co as their source. The left- 
hand side of Eq. (4.2) therefore equals 
s+(co, Q+)-s-(co, Q+). (7.8) 
Since (7.7) is also true for our situation, and each snake has a source if and 
only if it has a sink, Eq. (7.8) equals the right-hand side of Eq. (7.7). a 
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8. WHEN THERE ARE ORBITS THAT ARE NOT TYPE m 
Despite our emphasis so far, situations abound in which non-generic 
behavior is seen. Consider for the moment the studies of zeroes of maps 
#(x, a) = 0 rather than periodic solutions. Generically 0 is a “reguiar value,” 
that is M = D,.,(x, u) always has full rank whenever @(x, a) = 0. Yet the 
bifurcation theory of Krasnoselski and Rabinowitz for example concentrates 
on the interesting cases where there are zeroes at which M does not have f~!l 
rank. More specifically the one dimensional map #(x, o) = a.~(1 - x) i ,5 is 
frequently studied for the case /? = 0, yet this is precisely the value of ,B for 
which the map (x, o) w  4(x, a) does not have 0 as a regular value. 
Since one of the objectives of this paper is to indicate to the reader the 
kinds of orbits he is likely to observe in practice, we now describe Some 
mildly non-generic cases. In fact our theory can be extended to general 
systems by approximating them by the generic systems whose theory we 
develop here. The non-generic extension is being carried out in separate 
papers [ 17? 201 with Alligood. 
In the planar restricted three-body problem (e.g., Earth, Moon, pebble), 
there are orbits which are symmetric about the Earth-Moon axis, in rotating 
coordinates for which this axis remains fixed. From one of these orbits, there 
bifurcates a family whose orbits are not symmetric about their axis. The 
bifurcation orbit is observed to have all multipliers equal to +l, and so is not 
analogous to any of our orbits of type m. Of course this system is 
Hamiltonian, so it is not quite of the form of (1.1 j. However, it would be 
possible to choose coordinates in a neighborhood of the bifurcation orbit, 
with u corresponding to energy and x corresponding to the remaining three 
dimensions. In this framework, the bifurcation orbit is a regular bifurcation 
orbit, but is not of type m for any m. Figure 8.1 displays this type of bifur- 
cation. 
FIG. 8.1. A common configuration when there are symmetries that is easily incorporated 
into the theory even though such a bifurcation is nongeneric, in that most small symmetry 
breaking perturbations would completely change the picture into a situation in which two 
snakes pass by each other without touching. 
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To give another example, we again depart from the form of (1.1) for the 
sake of simplicity. Consider the non-autonomous equation 
~+ai(l-x*)+pX*k+‘=yCoSt. (8.1) 
If x(t) is a solution then 
y(t) gf -x(t + 7r) (8.2) 
is also a solution. For some choices of u, p, y there are periodic solutions 
x(t) which satisfy the symmetry 
x(t) = -x(t + 7-c). (8.3) 
Sometimes families of such orbits are observed in (a, X, i) space, all with 
period 27r. An orbit in such a family can be a bifurcation orbit with a second 
family splitting off. The orbits of this family can also have period 271. The 
second family can fail to satisfy (8.3). If x(t) is a periodic solution in the 
second family the periodic solution y(t) given by (8.2) will be a different 
orbit in the family. The bifurcation orbit will have +l as a multiplier and 
does not correspond to a type m orbit for any m. It is not dificult to embed 
this system in an autonomous equation of the type in (1.1). Let n = 4. 
Introduce polar coordinates (r, 0) into the (x, , x2) plane, Y’ = x: + xz. Then 
we write 
8’ = 1 (where ’ denotes d/dt), 
r’ = --r(l - r), 
xi = ax3( 1 - xi) - bX:k+ l + y cos 8. 
Notice the cylinder r = 1 is stable and on this cylinder the flow corresponds 
to the previous equation. The resulting bifurcation orbit that corresponds to 
the one in (8.1) is a regular bifurcation orbit but is not type m. 
We assume now that each orbit of Eq. (1.1) is either type 0 or is a regular 
bifurcation orbit. For any compact set A c R” X R and any T,, < 0, it 
follows from the definition of regular bifurcation orbit that there exists at 
most a finite number of regular bifurcation orbits in A having period T < T,. 
An orbit that is not type m for any m will be called a special orbit. 
Figure 8.1 displays a special orbit with a configuration as occurs in the 
above two examples. The statements of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 permit the 
existence of special orbits, but we have given the proofs in the case where no 
orbits are ‘%pecial.” 
Sketch of proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 allowing special orbits. We 
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now modify the definition of path by changing (P2j to read “For all p E J, 
y(p) is on an orbit of type WI (m > O).” The wording of the other definitions 
remains unchanged. Now some of our various propositions must be modified 
in simple ways. For example, in addition to the possibilities mentioned in 
Proposition 5.2, it is possible for a maximal path to terminate at a regular 
bifurcation orbit. The Bifurcation Invariance Proposition (Proposition 4.3) 
assures that this causes no difficulties in the proofs because it implies each 
special orbit must be the source and sink of equal numbers of orbits. We can 
then regular assign each snake that has a source at such an orbit to one that 
has its sink there, and thereby create chains of snakes, and then maxi.mal 
chains of snakes. Results that were true for snakes are mm: true of the 
maximal chains of snakes. I 
APPENDIX ~:THE ORBIT INDEX IN MORE GENERAL CIRCUMSTANCES 
Even when the connected set of orbits Q is quite degenerate, it is 
sometimes still possible to define the orbit index p. If an orbit po, a, has 
multipliers that are roots of unity, it may still be “refutiuefy isolated in 
R” x {a,)” in the sense that for any sequence of orbits pi, o0 converging to 
po, cto. we have T(pi, a,) + co. 
We first fix some notation. If F: Rm -+ R” is continuous, .CJ E Rm open and 
bounded, and F(X) # 0 on L%2 lot 
d(F, Q) = the degree of F on C!; 
if a E R”’ is an isolated fixed point of F let 
i(F, a) = the fixed point index of F at a. 
Thus if F has finitely many fixed points in a. none of them on ZSZ, then 
d(F- id, n)= y i(F, a) 
m)=a 
acn 
(A.1) 
where id represents the identity map on Rm. 
Suppose the differential equation 
i= f(x) (E! 
has a periodic solution p(t) with least period T > 0; let r be a transverse 
hyperplane in R” at p(0) = a, and in -P(a) the Poincare map on z. so 
P(aJ = a,. Set 
vL(P) = i(P”, a,). 
505’43.‘3-IO 
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the index of the kth iterate of P; this is well defined whenever the solution 
p(t) is isolated from solutions of (E) with periods (or multiples thereof) 
near kT. 
The basic idea in defining the orbit index is quite simple. Let 
4(p) = average value of {v&)}. 
If none of the multipliers of p are roots of unity, then an easy calculation 
yields vk = v, for k odd and rk = v2 for k even. If (T- (defined in Section 5) is 
even, then V, = v2 = ..a and the average is vt, while if cr- is odd, V, = -v? 
and the average is 0. More generally however the question of whether this 
average even exists arises. Shub and Sullivan [ 151 proved that the sequence 
(I.‘&)) is bounded, assuming all vk(p) are defined. We prove in [ 161 that the 
average exists and is an integer. 
APPENDIX 2 
The purpose of this appendix is to prove Proposition 3.1, a partial 
converse to the Hopf Bifurcation Theorem, which given conditions at a 
stationary point guaranteeing that a family of periodic orbits will bifurcate 
from it. Here we ask what can be concluded if it is known that a family of 
periodic orbits bifurcates from a stationary point. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. The assertion “Ta > 0” follows from the fact 
that in any bounded neighborhood of x,, gi are uniformly Lipshitzean in x, 
so that there is an L > 0 (independent of i) such that (1 g,(xi) - gi(xz)]l < 
L (Ix1 -x21( for all x1, x2 in that neighborhood. If the norm 1) . I( used is the 
Euclidean norm, it follows that the period T of any periodic orbit in that set 
satisfies T> 27c/L > 0; see [6]. For any norm we always have T> 4/L [ 71. 
In particular, T, > 0. 
To prove the main result we first argue that (3.1) has a periodic solution. 
Choose r E (0, 1) and let 
Ei = my I pi(t) - pi(t + rTi)l, (A4 
Yi(t> = (P,(t) - Pitt + tTi))/Ei- (A-3) 
Since the orbits are converging to a single point, ei + 0. For i = 1, 2,..., write 
Ai for the matrix D, gi(xO) so that Ai -+ A,, and write 
N,(X) = gi(X> - gi(Xo) - D.x gi(X,) * C-U - *rg) 
so that N,(x)= 0(1x -x,,l’) since gi is C*. Writing p:(t) for the shifted 
function p,(t + rT[), the functions in the sequence { yi} satisfy 
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f Yi =AiYi + FNi(Pi) - Ni(PT)llci* 
The fact that D,N,@,) = 0 implies the existence of constants Li 10 such 
that 
EF1 lNi(PiCt)) -Ni(Pi”(c)>l Q Li I Pitt) - PTtt)I &z” 
< Li ) y,(t)] --t 0 as i --f co. 
Some subsequence converges to some function z,(t) which is a solution of 
(3.1). Since the maximum value of lyil is one and the average value of each 
yi is 0, the same is true of z,, that is, z, is a non-constant periodic solution 
of (3.1) and in fact z,(T, + t) = z,(t). Hence, T, is an integer multiple of 
the period T, of z, ; i.e., T, equals T,fk for some integer k > 0. If k = 1 we 
are done. If not, we wish to find a collection of orbits of (3.1) having T, as 
the least common multiple of their periods. 
CLAIM. TT, is not an integer multiple of T,- If z is irrational, then zY& 
cannot an integer multiple of T, since T, is an integer multiple of TZ, so we 
may assume r is a rational number m/k, where m and k are relatively prime 
integers. Discarding terms from the sequence { yi} if necessary, we may 
assume 
[yi(t + ~Ti) - yi(t)] E;’ -z,(t) -+ 0 as i --) 00% 
where &i depends on r. Since y,(t + krT,) = yi(t), we have 
0 = [ ui(t + tTi) - vi(t)] &; ’ + [ yi(t + 2zT,) - ~~i(t 4 rTi)] E; ’ + . . I 
+ [ yi(t + krTi) - y,(t + (k - 1) rT,>] ai’ 
z z,(t) + . * * + z,(t + (k - 1) tT,). 
If tT, is an integer multiple of T,, this final sum would be kz,(t). But z, is 
not zero, so the claim is proved. 
Hence for every rational t in (0, l), there is a periodic solution z, whose 
period divides T, but does not divide tT,. Hence we may choose some 
collection {zjit-’ of solutions of (3.1) such that T, is the smallest number 
which is a multiple of all their periods. It follows that for almost any choice 
of real numbers c0 ,..., ck-i, 
k-l 
1 cjzj(t) 
j=l 
is a periodic solution of (3.1) having (least) period T,. 5 
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